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ABSTRACT 

Tea, an exotic drink from China, was first introduced to the Europeans in 
the 16th century, but its consumption became more widespread only after mid-
18th century. Scholars have attributed the sudden surge in tea consumption to 
urbanization and rise of the middle class in early-modern Europe. While Dutch, 
English and Portuguese residents in Asia had become very accustomed to 
drinking tea throughout the 17th century, the Dutch East India Company (VOC) 
and English East India Company (EIC) carried it as a profitable commodity and 
imported regular supplies to the homeland only after the 1680s. In mid-17th 
century, tea gradually began to appear on cargo manifests of VOC and EIC ships, 
but it was for sale to India and Persia, especially Surat (west coast of India). 
Consequent to the downfall of Ming dynasty and rise of Qing rule between 1644 
and 1683, which disrupted the tea trade route on China’s western borders, 
Persians who used to purchase tea from Mongolian traders in Central Asia 
sought alternative supplies by sea route. The VOC, which then occupied Taiwan 
and built close ties with Chinese traders in Fujian, responded rapidly to this call 
until it lost Taiwan in 1662. 

This article examines the Taiwan-India tea trade from c. 1641 to 1660, in 
particular the ways tea was prepared and consumed by Chinese, Indians, 
Persians and Europeans on the maritime tea route, before the sudden upsurge in 
tea-drinking in Europe. The author argues that their daily engagement in tea-
drinking parties on official and private occasions in cross-cultural settlements in 
Tayouan, Batavia, Bantam, Ayutthaya (central Thailand), and Surat, enabled 
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VOC and EIC personnel to develop a tea-drinking habit, especially a taste for 
sugared tea. Such might have arisen from cross-cultural encounters along the 
maritime tea route. Although sugared tea was served only on special festive 
occasions in Fujian, Muslim communities in Southeast Asia, India and Persia 
were accustomed to taking tea with sweets or preserves. While tea-drinking 
habit could have spread via diverse channels, Euro-Asian cities, such as Tayouan 
or Zeelandia town, on the maritime tea route were likely to have contributed to 
the Dutch adaption to such habit with their roles as tea-provider and cross-
cultural middle ground.  
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